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DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT

Between:
ASF METROLOGY SRL, in the person of its Legal Representative - Angelo Muscarella with its registered
office in Corso Siccardi, 11 / bis - 10122 Turin (TO) and VAT number 06437310722 (hereinafter
referred to as "ASF")
and
The Engineer Solutions Ltd, in the person of its Legal Representative – Denis Minaev with registered office
in shosse Revolucii, 84/C Saint-Petersburg and VAT number 7806263375 (hereinafter referred to as
“DISTRIBUTOR”)

WHEREAS
• ASF carries out its activities in the field of production and sales of Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMM), spare parts, related accessories and measurement softwares.
• ASF intends to distribute its products, also through qualified distributors who, with their organization,
and competency, ensure and guarantee a wide market penetration and qualified assistance to endusers;
• DISTRIBUTOR proposes itself as a candidate to sell, through its own organization, the goods and
services offered by ASF;
NOW THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as follows
1. APPOINTMENT
With this agreement, ASF appoints the DISTRIBUTOR as an authorized distributor of the following
Products in the Territory (hereinafter referred to as Products):
- Measurement Machines
- ArcoCAD software, Metrology GATE software, NC Measure
- PCMM
2. TERRITORY
The NON-exclusive rights granted hereunder are for the following geographical areas and market only:
RUSSIA and BELARUS.
3. DISTRIBUTOR’S OBLIGATIONS
The Distributor accepts this appointment and undertakes to permanently and diligently promote the
sale of the Products to its best reasonable efforts.
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